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When students go to the
polls on Monday to elect a
new Student Union President,

Patrick J. Condon

Condon Platform Urges
More Responsive Unioli

they will also select a new Chief
Justice of the Judicial Board.
The Chief Justice, besides serving
as chairman of the Judicial Board,
is one of two student representatin~s to the Uni\'ersity committee
of discipline. Xominees for the
post arc juniors Donald Brown
anrl Sh:tun O'Neil.
"I want to make the position
more relel"ant to the Carroll Community," stated Brown," by improving communication between
students."
He added, "I don't believe in a
platform for this office, because
the job isn't political in nature. A
judge shouldn't have to try to influence people to get their votes."
Brown, a native of Chicago,
graduated from De Paul Academy.
He has bee11 an officer of the Judicial Board for two and a half years

''I think the most demanding issue facing the Student
Union right now is the definition of the role of student government/' said Pat Condon, Union presidential candidate
t f th PACb
we can ge ou . o
e
, ~cause the athletic pro~~.m doe~n_ t
hav~ the money or facahtaes to JOm
u ,?agger conferen~e.
Throu~h the mmor sports, such
as ~~esthn.g, we could . show t~e
admtmstrataon th~t the mterest 1s
there and ~t.blcttcs does have a
place .on thas campus. Ma;Ybe we
~ould JUSt get the ball rolhng and
m maybe three t~ ten years we
See CO!'mO:-~- Page 8)
t

James W. Laures

Laures' Campaign Shows
Concern for Students
By CHRIS KWIECIEN

By JOHN MARCUS

in accepting the presidential nomi- ~

CN Photo by M•kt 0Jtfonxo

'
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''Our academic life is our most important activity at the
'l:niversily. \Yhile the t:nion cannot make us study better, it
can help i.mprove the climate in which we do study and those
situations w h i c h surround our
study," stated James Laures, candidate for president of the Student
Union in his acceptance speech at
1\.esday's Union meeting.
In order to improve the academic
atmosphere of the Union, the candidnte proposes both immediate
and long-range plans. "By March
there will be at least two, if not
five full participating and voting
student members on the Academic
Senate, and three other voting students on the standing committees

t111tion last Tuesday.
''Is the role of the Union to
rhnnn"l lliJ our resource" into one
O'Neill
Brow n
specific area or to channel as many
ui our resources as we can into as
in the roles of sec1·etary, ns!'istant
broad a program as possible'? I
justice and vice-chairman.
frcl the latter program is the more
O'Neill also !'ejects the concept
a'Niponsible one," said Condon.
of a platform, but as~erts that
"I plan on returning the Union
some changes are in order for the
to the student by first of all ap.Judiciul Board.
pointing a Director of Student Relations to ser"e the students," said
(Sec JUSTICE- Page 3)
Condon. "This man and his staff's
responsibility would be to go out
tu the students and find out his
likes and dislikes.''
Along with improving studentfuculty relations, Condon would like
to 1<ee the Union !:ponsor an informal !'moker each sentester. "The
students can ha,•e an informal discuFslon with the dir~tors and offin•r!l and find out just what the
llnion is doing for him."
Alllo a vital issue in communicaSince snow is customaq at this time of year, it will not
tions is the Unh•C'rsity radio stabe out of place at the 21st annual Mardi Gras celebration,
tion, WJCR. "The program for the
"The Quebec Winter Carnival," tonight and tomorrow everadio station was begun three years
ago," said the junior class presini~~e last big social event before organization will receive a trophy
dent, "let's get it on the air with
the I.enlC'tt Se3SOn will beain at while their queen is crowned Queen
tm agenda geared explicitly for
..
of the 1969 ~1ardi Gras.
the student body.''
8 p.m. with a concert appearAI h E .I
D Ita .II
t
ancc of the Turtles, a top recordP a psi on e
wt prescn
Condon stated that one of the
its queen, Rosemary Hecker, with
most demanding isilues at hand in
ing group. Their visit is sponsored their float, "La Course en Canot,"
the Mea of student facilities is the
Sen. Edmund Muskie
by the Unh·ersity Club, and tickets and Jinny Abood will be "The
parking problem.
a$;~ :~v ~~~ sale in the gym at $<!, Queen of Queb~ck," representing
"Hight now the Cleveland stu~~llr'-:e
S . '7
d . .
. h ld Alpha Kappa PSl.
111
dent pay:; as much to park for a ~~ II• /Jiu~/(fi
.emors a~ JU~Jors \\1 11 .0
Glee Clubbers of Beta Tau Sig!ew hour~ a day as a donn student
then· party Jmmedlate!y followmg ma will offer ":Monsieur Bonhomrne
pars for 21 hours. 1 feel this is un- ullt ..llt :.. ~~oy
the COJJCl'rt at the Kmghts. of Co- Cornaval de Quebec" with queen
fair," he said.
Rt,l .,- 111
lumbus ~all on Solon Rd. 10 Bed- Kathleen Gorman, while "A Win"Tbe Rathskellur is going to alford, whale t~e Academy ~esta~- ter Frolic," Delta Alpha Theta's
lcviate a lot of our social probrant at ;\Iayfield and Belvoir Wlll contribution will present Linda
lcms," stated Condon," but this will
Senator. EdmundS. Muskie, host U1c Jt'rcshmnn-Sophomore class Tirabasso as its queen.
he either a tremendous success or Democrabc Sen at 0 r from party.
.
The brothers of Iota Chi Upsilon
~o~~~~r~w n;rh~. ~h~ Frc!'l~h gu~ will sponsor queen Eloise Mihel in
a tremendous failure. We are going l\tnine and the Democratic
to have a capable man running it Party's nominee for \'tee-president :u!
u en ano
pam~
u ''Lower Town: Quebec Winter Carwtll d.co-sponsor
thet senn-fonnal
. I " as .,ancy
,.
O'Too1e enh ances
..nnd ,~"
,,~ ...
.. ·all ha"e
• to mam· tG;~
..... a In 19''o
uo, 'VI'11 be th e ke). no t c spea k -~~I
G
;;
B
k
mva,
11 0 .tn e P,ace
1
collegiate atmosphere. I don't want er at this year's commencement ex- • ar 1 ra.
a.,
Lambda Alpha Tau's offering
it to degeneratl' into just another erciscs here at John Carroll.
from 9 P;~·. t~ 1 a.m. m the :stu- ·'L'Esprit."
The popular statesman was born' dent L~CtlV.Itleli ~enter.
.
Sigma Theta Phi Sorority's Marbar."
Condon feels that the "present on March 28, 1914 in Rumford,
~hll>tc wall agam be .Pt'O\'t~t>d by Iene Casey will participate in the
!'.Ucce$st'ul program o{ intramurals" Maine. After having served with, two bnn?s. 'fhe Dynanucs wall pre· "Parade of the Polar Bears."
should be expanded somewhat and the :\avy during World War II be sent their own brand of entertamLinda Stearic Ski Club queen
that the Presidents Athletic Con- wns eh•cted to the Maine Hous~ of mcnt in the. O'De~ Rm. while t~e will present their float. '')lt. Trem~
rercnce (PAC) intramural cham- Representatives.
Pastels p~vade a tamer tempo m bland L'Ecole du Ski," and the
plonships should be revitalized.
In 1954 he become Go\'ernor of the cnfetcr1a.
Uni\·ersit~· Club float is entitled
Speaking on a popular issue for !\fnine, nnd won re-election in 1956.
.\ine campus organizations will •·Le Portiait D'Hiver.'' Their queen
the Carroll community, whether the Following his tem1 of office, he be represl!nteJ by floats and is Gail Foliano.
Tickets for the ball are now on
Ulue ~t.reaks should lea"e the PAC successfully captured the State's queens, in the cnfett>ri:t. During
or not, Condon said, ''it would be . Senatt> seat and went on to again thc intermission, the flo:1t judging sale in front of the snark bar at
lucficrous to say at this time that win rf'·t>lection in l!W·I.
will take place and the winning $4 per couple.

Mardi Gras Offers
Turtles in Concert

"e

I

/JI

I
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of the Senate on Curriculum, Aca-

demic Personnel, and Academic
Procedures. In the future we will
work to increase that number of
students," he commented.
Laures also proposes to investigate the students' desire for new
courses or for dropping old ones.
lie plans to study University
academic policies and to make
recommendations to the Union
Senate on these policies.
A major part of the candidate's
platfonn involves the reduction of
student expenses. "Saving money
on books can be done, and I will
help establish n used book center
where used books may be bought
and sold." This renter will save the
student a large amount each semester, Laut·es stated.
"John Carroll is hampered in attracting students from Ohio because the state does not have n
tuition equalization plan as do New
York, Pennsylvania, California, and
many other states. Such a. law
would enable u student to attend
a private college and have a significant part of hi!' tuition paid for.
I will have lhe Student Union Department of Intercollegiate Affairs
attempt to bring about passage of
that bill when it is introduced into
the Ohio House and Senate and we
will try to give Ohio its first tuition equalization program."
Other areas are of concern to
the candidate, including social life
on campus. "We will expand on
the recent concept of the concertmixer and continue to bring firstrate talent to the Student Union."
"The advent of the Rathskeller
opens a new world of things on
campus. We will first of all guarantee that student control of the
Rathskeller remains unimpaired."
Laures sees the Rathskeller as becoming the center of social life on
campus, a place for both intellecttlal and social communication.
The candidate also proposes to
add more bulletin boards and to
expand the public address system
in the SAC building so as to reach
more studentP.
In the area of sports, the presidential hopeful plans to initiate
action to improve the PAC in a
meeting of student government.<; that be will set up with Washington
(See J,AURES- Page 8)
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Letters

Student Refutes
~Adolescence' Label

Men and Issues
With elections for President of the Student Union and Chairman of the Judicial
Board next ,..·eek, the News once again asserts its position as voice of the Carroll community and m·ges the entire contingent of
Carroll men and women to utilize their
power of the ballot and to vote.
In these times when the cry for the 18
year old vote is sounded across our country,
and the initiative of American youth is proclaimed in all spheres of our government, it
is imperative that Carroll students echo the
fervor of this new democratic spirit in their
own student government.
Some may question this analogy of \'Oting on the national level with the present
elections at Carroll. But the News sees the
challenge offered by the young men and
women of America as directly applicable to
our ensuing Union elections.
The new democratic spirit of our nation
is characterized by initiative, concern and
involvement. The News asks where else these

To the Editor :
Is James J . Weigand a myth or a r eality? This was t he
question
I asked myself after reading his Jetter to the editor
traits are of more immediate relevance than
the
last
issue of the Carroll News.
in
within our student government, the most
\'ital and the only source for student politi- After a great deal of questioning
I found out that James J. Weigand tho Union for trying to do somecal achievement.
does actually go to Carroll. After thing about keeping the bars open,
To those who debase the value of the finding out this infonnation I then while neglecting the Rathskeller.
Jcid should check into the facts
Student Union, we say wipe away the went back and reread his letter and This
came to the conclusion that we have be!ore he opens his mouth.
ghrouds of your own apathy, unawareness, finally found the epitomy of the What he calls "infantile revenge
and myopia. Open your eyes to the candi- sixth grade mentality here at Car- toward University Heights," was
a concentrated effort by Carroll
dates and the issues; but most of all, re- roll.
students, mainly freslunen and
e\'aluate the influence of the Union itself.
Weigand must be below the level sophon1ore, to keep the places that
adolescence because even an ado- they enjoy frequenting open.
Xever in the history of John Carroll has of
lescent sometimes has constructh·e
As for the Rathskeller, the final
so much drive and concern for all areas of criticism, but seemingly James J.
plans are set and they were always
the Carroll community been manifested by Weigand went to Webster's, pulled worked
on and never neglected by
Union candi<iates. The doors of change and out some big words, threw them any part of the Union or the Uniopportunity have been opened for us all down on a piece of paper, and then versity.
submitted, to the editor, the bigI could go on, and on, and on,
through the Union.
gest farce of the year.
but what's the point in writing
It is now up to you, the student, to step He states, that "the student further, because anyone who can
through these doors by voting and putting body, the administration, the fac- make such vast generalizations
into office those leaders of student govern- ulty. the Student Union, the fra- against everything without any
ternities," etc., are all responsible facts to back them up must have a
ment who can, and will, take up the com- for
his so-called "viscious circle"
mitment of concernful and progressive ac- of adolescence. This kid would like hell of a hang-up. J eff Friedman
tion for you.
to start his own McCatthy era, ex- P.S. Let me also congratulate the
cept that he wonld like to include News on the best issue this year
everyone, not only "Communists." and Sandy did fulfill her promise
Then on top of this he attacks about publishing everything.

J.R. w.

Sideburn Regulation
Irks Sophomore

The Children Speak
The pre\'ious editorial on this page dealt
with the necessity for Carroll students to
exercise their right to vote in the Union
elections. In urging the Carroll student body
to know all the men and the is..'iues, The
New-s feels the men and women of Carroll
should also be made aware of the forces supporting a few of the candidates who have
employed every extreme and adolescent tactic to see their man elected.
We must stress that the News does not
intend to associate these activities with the
Presidential c,andidates personally, for in
speaking with the candidates it was apparent that these childish antics were performed by a faction of supporters, acting
totally of their own accord and oblivious to
the desires of the candidates themseh•es.

The Carroll News
Published bl·weekly except during examination ond holiday
periods by the atudenb of John Carroll University from their
editorial ond business offices in Univer•lty Helghh, Ohio
118;
YE 2-3800, ext. 331. Subscriptions $2 per yeot. Represented
for notlonol od--.rtising by Notional Advertising S.rvic.s, Inc.
Coli• Publbhero Repretentolives, 18 Eon 50 St., New York,
NY. Me"'l>." Associated Collegiate Press ond Ohlo Conege
Newspaper Association.

«

SANDY CERVENAK . . . . .

. • . •••, ••

EOITOR.fN·CHIEF

EDITORIAl STAFF
Jo~eph R. Wosdovi<h

•

• • • • • • • • • • • . News Editor

Peltr Mlnorilt .. .. • • • . • .. .. .. • .. .. • • Aut. Neon Editor
Ch~ryl l . Ro1110nko ••.. • • • •• • .•••. , . • • . Feature Editor
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T. IC. Deely • • ....... • • •••• , • • • . . . . . . Graphics Editor
Ooniel E. Boyle •.• • ••. • •. •••••••.• ,

Businen Manager

But still the fact remains that such actions were performed, and we feel that they
have hindered the image of both candidates To the Editor :
in the eyes of the student voters.
I am at present a sophomore enro11ed in the yet comLet it now be said that campaign posters pulsory ROTC progt·am. On Friday, Jan. 31, I proceeded to
have been ripped from the waUs, destroyed attend my reqUired hour of leadership laboratory. However
and burned; threats have been issued, a~ on attempting to enter, something
'
tempting to coerce certain supporters of the happened which I think is very
If one were to read the dress
candidates; unjust promises of patronage worthy of note.
code of John Carroll, it would be
have been offered; directorships in the The drill period on that par- found that there are no stipulaUnion have been proposed to Carroll or- ticular day was being conducted tions concerning the length of sideganizations in return for the endorsements in the auditorium. Upon entering, bums.
I was told by the cadet officer
0f one or the other candidate; and lastly, handing out attendance slips that Yet I am told by ROTC cadet
The Carroll News itself was informed by I could not be admitted because of olficers that unlcs!l l shave off nw
sidobm-ns, I will be given cuts u~
a neutral source of possible thievery and the length of my side-burns.
til the limit tolerated by the un:
destruction of today's paper.
As a result, in spite of my put- versity is reached, and then he
What was done to combat such irresponsible actions should have been sufficient to
prevent them from coming into public view.
.Roth Presidential candidates urged their
.
.
supporters to mamtam cool heads and obscn·e emotional restraint and they are to
be congratulated for their efforts.
Praise is also due to Union President
J et·ry Mackey for his reprimand at last
Tuesday's Union meeting in which he warned against the offering of directorships. Kurt
Shellenberger, head of the elections committeE.>, also did his best to stop the destruction
of campaign posters and other inconsidernt·
actions in a head to head confrontation with
all the campaign managers.
The News again maintains that such tactics. which are common to grade school campaigns, have tainted the true image of all
the candidates and the vita] issues of this
election year.

Tho-• Miller • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • Circulation Monoger
NEWS REPORTERS, Christina Kwiecien, Bill Wagner, Henry
de fiebre, Mary Jane Strauss, IUch Rouschenboch, Oennit
Principii, John Marcus, Judy Perhoy, Maurten Walsh
SPORTS REPORTERS, Bob Alvoru, Steve Hobusto, Bob
Joecltin Bob Noso, Joe Biedenboch Paul Sukys, John
Palermo, Ron11ie Manocchio
fEAT\JRE WRITERS : Harry Gouamon, Koren Blocher, Joe
Cumrnins, Michoel Gollogher, Daniel Honno, Michael
Rybod.i

We reassure the students of John Cart·oll that even though these actions of immaturity marred the image of the candidates.
their personal integrity and esteem is still
intact. and by all means. should be kept in
mind in the process of voting.

COLUMNISTS. Chris Slreifender, Cho• Full~r. Josoph Sopko
CARTOONIST1t fd 8vrbo
PHOTOGRAPHERS, John lown, 8111 lo¥U~I, Mike Dolfonxo,
am GIMtl. Mike Carlty, Ray Culley

It is unfortunate that in the year of conrernful and dynamic Union leadership,
words of wisdom have not rome from the
mouths of babe~.

•
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J. R.

w.

1

ting on the uniform and making
an honest effort to attend I was
given a cut. This happened' to several other cadets that I know of,
and most .prob~bly to all those
students w1th s1de-burns of contemporary length.

I thought this action to be very
unfair and in violation of University policy and proceeded imme-

diately to take whatever corrective steps might be possible.
Upon conferring with Fr. Britt,
S.J., Dean of Arts and Sciences,
I learned that Colonel Fish feels
that the pl'esence of long sideburns is disrespectful to the uniionn.
I was also told by Fr. Britt that
he agrees with Colonel Fish on this
matter and would therefore haYe
to back him up on the actions of
the ROTC department the week
before.
To begin with, I am not an active member of the anned service.
but a student at John Carroll. In
order to obtain a degree from the
Unh·ersity, I am forced to take
ROTC and therefore must wear
the unifonn one hour a week.

dropped from the course with an
F/A.
It should be brought out that
during the fall semester of 1968
I wore long side-burns. However,
I have never been excluded from
drill until now.
Tn the past, the penalty for not
confonning to rules was to be
given demerits. Now there is suddenly a change in policy. A change
which I feel is very unfair and a
violation of my rights as a student to att~nd the classes for
which I have paid $35 a creriit
hour.
Yet the Univer!'.ity is St>emingly
condoning this action by the ROTC
department.
In closing, I should like to say
that I wonder just bow far the
Milit:lry Science department will
go in their promise to cut studl'nt:;
from the course?
More important, I wonder just
how far will the officials of this
University let them go?
Thank you for your time and
consideration.
J ohn T. Thom ~n

There will be no classes held on Friday, Feb. 28,
because of President's Holiday. The next issue of The
Carroll ~ews, which is scheduled for that date, "ill he
distributed instead on Thursday, Feb. 27.
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Joseph Sopko •

Recently, when it became common knowledge that the
Union had lost $5000 so far this year on big-name concerts,
many, particularly those who had paid the ten do1lar activities fee, were heard grumbling that
the Union was somewhat less than
responsible and that money given
them had an effect similar to that
of matches given a bab~··
Always a defender of the Union
I tried to squelch such foolish babble and enlighten these ignoranti
by mentioning just a few recent
Union triumphs.
l<~oremost of these of course was
the recent announcement, whicl1
touched off waves of jubilation,
that John Carroll has the best
student-union of any J esuit university in the country.
This should be a source of p1·ide
to all Carroll students despite the
fact that this accolade was conferred by our own Union office1·s
who were enjoying a Union-payed
visit to Santa Clara, California.
Anyway, it's edifying to know our
money is so well spent.
Besides, our boys 1·eally stood up
for us at that conference telling
off those other representatives who
wanted to discuss silly problems
Uke the urban crisis instead of
momentous student union questions
like how to run beer mixers.
In addition, the Union is tastefully redecorating the snack bar.
Already the fruits of their labor
are to be see.n in the new com·
putel·-whiz game (first prizeone coed, second pri?.e- two
coeds) which rates intelligence all
the way from genius to trousered
ape.
Some incredulous souls claim
that the Union really isn't responsible for this magnificent improvement but I merely assure them
that in the students' paradise all
benefits flow from the Union.
Also, under the aegis of the
Union the seating capacity of the
new coffee house has been increased over the old one from 70
t.o 40. This particular "impl"ovement" was necessitated by the
fact that the Rathskeller, coffee
house, and rumpus 1:oom are all to
be located in the basement of the
business barn, which was necessi·
tated by the fact that the new
chapel is going to till the upstairs;
which brings us to the question why a new chapel?
Exactly one year ago this col-

Chris Streifender

As the campaigning for the Student Union Presidency
and Judicial Board Chairmanship draws to a close in these
final days before the voting begins, the trees are at their

H. 0. P. E.

Nixon has been up to some old tricks that cannot be allowed

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . to pass by without remark.
1\fuch to his credit the "new"
Nixon was elected with few public commitments. Mort Sahl commented that, "It was part of his
(Nixon's) sense of honor not to
Carroll Quarterly Editor
speak on the issues while we we.re
Roderick B. Porter announced
having an election in this country.
today that the deadline for
"During the campaign, he stood
submissions for the Spring
in the middle of a studio to make
Issue of the CQ is February
his television pitch . . . this al19. He requested that any
lowed
him to turn in any direction
prose,
poetry,
drawings,
-which happens to be Nixon's
photographs, or other works
political philosophy."
of a literary or scholarly naHowever, now evidence seems to
ture be placed in the CQ box
be coming in that the "new" Nixon
at the entrance of the English
is indebted to certain Southerners.
Department or in the box in
No other method has proved
the Office of Student Permore effective for speeding school
sonnel in the Student Actidesegregation in the South than
vities Center.
the threat of withholding federal
funds. Some 60 counties of the
?tlr. Porter stated that the
South hllod this action facing them
Quarterly would l>e publishas the Democrats left Washington.
ed on March 15.
Robert Finch had decided these
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' decisions would stand, but the word

CQ Is Due

(Continued from Page 2)

Recentiv there have been outcries from several qiUlrters concerning the drift of John Can·oll
awav from its Christian orientation: I can think of few events less
Christian than the introduction of
weapons of violence on campus.
Su.rely no property of the University is so valuable as to wanant
the risk to human life, be it that
of a.n innocent bystander or that
of the not-so-innocent.
The Administration must sm·ely
be a ware that Case-Western Heserve was forced to disarn1 its
University Circle police in order
to protect the students from their
gun-slinger tendencies.
The same problem arose at
Duquesne University. There the
administration compromised a n d
allowed the guards to can'}' cans
of mace.
I S\lggest tbat .JCU move a sb•p

<

•

Come on in,
Water's Fine

ancient pastinle again,- obscuring the forests.
umnist was asked by Fr. 1\luenzer
Each faction publishes its platto conduct an informal survey for
forms, and questions the credibilthe planning committee he was on
ity of its opponents. Each day new
of student opinion concerning a
rumors run theil· course with the
new chapel. The result: overtruth always a step or so too far
whelming opposition.
behind.
Voting for P.residential
It was pointed out that the resiIt is small wonder that significandidates
and
Ch.ief
J
ustice
dents have thei r own dormitory
cant numbers of people question
(}f the Judicial Board will be
chapels and Gesu and the comthe sanity of becoming involved in
held in the lobby of the Admuters do not flock up here on
political organizations.
ministration
Bldg.
on
MonSundays to go to Mass.
It is ironic, though, that these
day, Feb. 17, from 9 a.m. to
Further, large liturgical funcattitudes are most prevalent at the
4 p.m. and from 6 to 9 p.m.
tions, like the Mass of the Hoh•
time objective participation by the
Voting hours on Tuesday,
Spirit are perhaps best celebrated
people who have them could be
Feb. 18 are from 9 a_m. to 4
outdoors on the quadrangle.
decisive in eliminating their cause.
p.m. Voters will be required
It is unrealistic to expect perto present their student ID
The present chapel is quite adesonal supporters of candidates not
card with spring semester
quate for the needs of the comto be subjective in their campaignsticker attaclted upon regismunity, but alas, it, like most of
ing. Their involvement with their
tering to vote.
the campus, is scheduled to become
offices by a University zealously ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, candidate and heated conflict with
trying to substantiate Parkinson's ·-w--.----~·-._."",,..-..,_-._,~-·-~,
Law. (Many would be rciieved if
an edict we1·e issued from the
depths of Rodman decreeing that
the employees shall not exceed the
students in 11umber.)
Thus, if the chapel were not in
the renovated business school the
game room could go upstairs and
the Rathskeller and coffee lH>use ~1
could split the basement with both $ .
Chas Fuller
getting additional room. The logic
is simple but it is lost in this
Although it is traditional to allow the new P1·esident
"students• paradise" where few a "breathing spell' before unleashing criticism, the "new"
bothet· to listen to the students.

Letters to the Editor ...
No Armed Guards
To the Edito1·:
I wish to complain of the
presence of armed guards on
campus.

P•a• 3
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(Continued from Page 1)
In planning for the future,
O'Neill also anticipates a Dorm
Council composed entirely of coeds,
as well as the appointment of the
first woman to the Judicial Board,
as an aid in dealing with female
disciplinary problems.
"With the power to make effective the system of checks and balances," he stated. "The rule of
government will then start to return into the bands of everyone
and not just a few.''
O'Neill is a native of North Olmstead and attended North Olmstead
High School. He bl"ings a year of
experience on the bench to the Judicial Board into the campaign.

1
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closer to the Chl"istian ideal and
perhaps arn1 our guard.s with
aerosol cans of shaving cream. But
in any case, no guns! Let's ask
the guards to check their gun belts
at the entrance before being allowed on campus.
And who knows? In the future
some of us faculty and students
may wish to participate in a campus strike or disruption. It is
b,ardly comforting to envision a
confrontation ";th gun-toting se·
curity guards.
George H. Hampsch
Philosophy Dept.

Sports Spirit

To the Editm· :
Approximately twelve
months ago Fr. Schell addressed the Student Senate
and was willing to ans,,·er questions and give reasons for some of
his ideas. One of the questions
asked was why we didn't try to
improvt> the sports program.
Father admitted that he re:11ly

I

didn't think a winning team that
played some big name schools
would do anything to help the
name of the school or the spirit.
How many times have you been
to a sports event in out· gyn1 and
seen a full house? Don't laugl11
just think back. However, Saturday night Feb. l, our wrestling
team, which has a winning record,
met Notre Dame Unh•e1·sity in ou1·
gymnasium and the house was
packed -standing room only.
Besides that, it wasn't a laugh
like our Cagers vs. Detroit; if
Jack Hague hadn't broken hls arm
we could bave won. But more important than that, the crowd was
going wild, for the first time in
my four years here. 1 could really
feel a spirit genenting among the
students. That was (tU.r wrestling
team and u•e were meeting Notre
Dame.
Last Year when we wrestletl at
?-:0, abOut 150 of us dro,·e -down
for the meet. The score was even
closer last year and one has nr;:\'er
heard so much noise out o( such
a small g1·oup.
I really !eel if John Carroll
spent a little money (Football
scholarsh.ips would be too costly,
but how about 5 scholarships a
year for basketball. That's on!)·
supporting 20 men at once and
paying a good coach to build a real

I

was passed down that someone
(read: Thurmond) had gotten to
the "new" Nixon and the decisions
were to be reviewed and action
postponed.
Some 969 other counties were
negotiating ~vith HEW and any
concession could encourage further
resistance.
If this is going to be typical of
the "new" Nixon's administration,
the vision the President promised
may well turn out to be some sort
of ten·ible deja vu.
1t

* *

If you are among the e.·dles
awaiting a restoration in 1972, you
may want to write H.O.P.E. (Help
Organize People Early). :Merchandise on the theme "EMK 1972" is
available. The address is:
H.O.P.E.
P.O. Box 353
Times Square Station
New York, New York 10036
team) and played an independent
schedule, the amount paid out
would be well rewarded in the
benefits reaped.
Yes, Reverend Fathers and Board
of Di1-ectors, then instead of looking back to the days when we used
to play Loyola and othet· powers,
we could look ahead- to the fu·
t\ll"e when people will say "John
Carroll the NCAA Champs'' or
"No. 5 in the Xation'' not "John
Who, where is that?"
Richard .A. Guinta
Clasa of '69

Union California Trip
To the Editor:
The Union representatives
have really surprised me.
Their activities at the annual International Conference of
Jesuit Student Body Leadel"s have
proudly reflected the merits of
John CarToll's ability to hatch
leaders.
Our delegation o! leaden became somewhat irritaled at the
c<>nference's refusal to discuss the
problems of student government.
This is indeed a problem that is
first on the minds of few except
the so-called student IE'aders of
Carroll.
While lhe rest of the delegation

his opponents illwninate issues and
make it possible for those people
President Nixon called the silent
majority to better assess the truth.
'fhese people have the ad,·a.nt:,tge
of viewing the action from a distance and of being able to more
clearly see the relative merits of
candidates.
The assumed lu.-rury of their
non-involvement carries with it at
least one inescapable responsibility: the responsibility of participating in the elections to the extent of making a. positive judgment and executing it at the ballot box.
When a person abilicates this responsibility by refusing to vote.
he is still making a judgment or
sorts, but its nature is negative.
More importaJ1tly, he is corrupt\!_lg
the entire rep1·esentativo system by
gtanting the tight of leadership
determination to the partisan
groups which much necessarily
surround each candidate.
The person who refuses to vote
desel.·ves worse than he gets, no
matter how bad what he gets is.
When he rejects this responsibility, he rejects his citizenship as
well, and all further privileges of
criticism or participation.
Any gove1•runent, 'tlven a small
one like our Student Union, need~
mo1-e than its elected leaders to
function. Our Union has over .fifty
appointive positions that its president must till.
And the success o! his administration is often as dependent on
the calibre of people he is able to
appoint to these jobs as on his
personal efforts in other areas.
There is nothing grievous or inherently wrong in various groups
and organizations taking a deep
interest in politics; they would be
foolish to do otherwise.
It is the responsibility and privilege of the 90 per cent of us who
play linuted roles in the Union during most of the year, to make the
decision on where the Union is to
go in the next year.
It is to be hoped that the Carroll students turn out to be a vocal majority this Monday and
Tuesday, and deprive the silent
minority of their negative influence
on the Union.
wanted to discuss community ac·
tion, Carroll's delegation became
in·itated. They were not prepa1·erl
to discuss such topics at th.- con ·
ference because these problems are
not pt·essing at Carroll.
We are far removed from the
pressure cooket· atmospllel'e of
urban areas; th(>refore, you SCAP
members, rest easy -the prob·
l~ms of the city should not concern vou. Instead divert vour effort~;· and 1·esourc~s to appeasing
the student body with beer and
circuses on Friday and Saturday
nights.
1t is so reassuring to know that
JCU's Student Union is at least
tiecl for first place among all Jesuit
universiti~:s. Without lhe diversion
of student government, what would
our leaders do with thei1· timl.''!
I can't help but specul:lte at thP.
vole of confidence that the students
should give to the best Student
Uniou among all Jesuit universities. Yet, with etecti()ns coming, it
seems safe to say that. less than
oO'k oi lhe students will vote.
This is hardly a vote of confidence. Rather, if a poor turnout
occurs, it seems that the best union
at the Santa Cla1-a convention had
better take a closer look at its
claim to fame. At preSf'nt, it S«"ems
like an outright lie.
Ron Reifenberger
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Gouzmon lnvestigotes Rumors of
Horrors lor Froternity Pletlglings
By HARRY GAUZMA.~

get. into these dignified organizations.
Spring semest~r is usually 1 ·Unfortunately though 1 have
a time when a young man's heard some awful TUmo~ of the
fancy 1 i g h t l y t u r n s t o mistreatment of pledges by overthoughts of lo\'e or that failing zcelous members. Tales leak
to CatToll coeds. 'nut latelr I hav~ through to me from cracks in the
11otit'cd that our quadrangle (called doors of closely guarded t·ooms,
rhe Bny of Pigs by some witless tales of woe and terror.
wag), abounds with another kind
I heard how one pledge was made
of animal: the pledge.
to stand at the entranco to the
A visitor to this fair university, snack bar and say to every Car~<~eing students walking about with roll coed that walked in, ''Oh gosh,
funny hats and algns, lopsided l\1'am, you sure are pretty!"
Not only did he get 37 dates
~miles, and a strange glazed look
in Uteir ey('s, might think that the within the first half-hour but,
rumors he had heard nbout John worse yet, he was forced to go out
on all of them. His mother now
Carroll were true.
visits him on Sunday afternoons,
Was this really a new form of and I hear that he is doing as well
ROTC? \\'as it true, perhaps, that
as can be expected.
··.~ beer is harmful to your chromoAnother hapless pledge, informed
t<Ome->, and these men were terrible
nberrntions, thalidomide babies by wily members tMt chugging a
from Pickets and the Streak. :\o, certain number of pitchers of 3.2
denr visitor, do not be nlarmed. beer brings on a state of Nirvana,
The pledge is harmless t>nougb was carried out of the Streak on
ia his present t~Uige. It is a table and never seen again.
Some speculate that his ghost
only when he becomes a member
that he acquires poisonous quali- now haunts the Streak, waving a
tie.:;. Pledging is an age-old prac- beer bottle in the air and cursing
tice for those who wish to gain furiously. But this rumor has never
entrance into the hallowed fra- been substantiated by anyone sober
enough to be t rusted.
ternities.
I decided that it was my duty, as
It is an arduous process which
requires a man to do things like protector and upholder of the rights
beg for cigarettes, sing the John and privileges of the Carroll stuCarroll Fight Song with a mouth dent, to investigate these terrible
full o! chocolate pudding and stories and to see if there was any
crackers, and gcnerolly net Uke truth to them.
an undignified idiot in order to
1 therefore put on my big smile,

Course Teacher Evaluation Is
Success in Spite of Failure
By PAUL MYSLENSKI

The final results of the fir st Course-Teacher E valuation,
initiated last semester, have been tabulated. An over-all
count indicates that 31.4 per cent of the possible total of r~

my subservient manner, and my
triple-breasted, canary-yellow, mohair suit and attended a meeting
Today is Valentine's Day and it is Mardi Gras weekgiven for prospective pledges.
end at John Carroll. Tonight t he Turtles will present
I was mot at the door by Grasa concert at 8 p.m. in the gym. Tickets are available in the
selli Tower with a gigantic vanilla
wafer on top, and it wasn't until gym office for $2, $3, and $4. On Saturday night, the annual
later that I found out he was our Mardi Gras Semi-formal takes place at 9 p.m. in t he SAC
pledgcmaster. He shook my hand Building. There will be two bands playing.
and I knew I would ne\•er again
The great W. C. Fields movie, "Never Give a Sucker an
hrush my teeth, comb my hair, or E ven Break" is being shown this weekend at the Old Maypin;. handball.
Once the meeting started we
were told by the :members what
fun it would be to join their ft·atcrnity. We were shown movies of
one of the parties, and we laughed
and laughed as we saw people
breaking their legs, falling over
couche...., getting doused with beer,
and being thrown through secondstory windows. What fun!
The president of the fraternity
then came forward and gave an
hour long speech on the purpose of
the organization. From what l
could gather, the members seemed
to spend most of their time in the
painstaking and swill!ul task of
stamping initials on pieces of cardboard. I was, of course, immediately
impressed, and wanted to join.
However, the pledgemaster spoke
next.
He walked up to the front of the
room, breaking three tables and
nine glasses as he went, and tl1en
told us how easy it would be to get
into his fraternity. All we had to
do was carry a sign saying "ROTC
is the salvation of the United
States of America," and get him a
date for Mardi Gras.
These ideas were obviously simple, but so impossible to perform
that I sneaked out. Since then I
have decided not to pledge any fraternity. I just sit at home and nurse
my sore hand, looking out the window, and musing quietly to myself.

KATHARINE

HEPBURN

..

SPRING VACATION BIKINIS

~

-

OPENS FEB. 5 • RESERVED SEAT ENGAGEMENT
27079 Chagrin Blvd. (at 1-27 1)
831-8855
Schedule of Perfonnances and Prices

LAUDERDALE STYLED

All MATINEES AT 2.30 P.M.

HIT THE BEACH WIJH IHPACn

Wednesday , • • . • • . .
. . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • ••••••• , • • • • • • •... $2.00
Saturday, Sunday a nd Holidays •.•••••••••••• , ••.• , • -. • ••••••••• $2.50

We'r• the udutlve makers of the
grooviest bi~inls and btachwear
accMsorie• you will ever ~te. Not
sold in s tore•.

EVENINGS
MON THRU SAT. AT S:30 P.M. - SUNDAY AT 8:00 P.M.

Call 932..0326

ATTENTION
College Students

Barber Shop

Alcoa subsidiary has openings- part-Hme now, full
time this summer, in Marketing Division; no experience needed; car necessary;
can earn 1,000-3,000 this
summer.

Hair Styling • Razor Cuts
Hair Straighting • Hair Coloring
facials • Scalp Treatment
Manicure • Shoe Sblne
2257 WARRENSVILLE

Call 752-5800

5·9 p.m.

RETRACTION

"'THE LION IN WINTER' IS NOT
TO BE MISSED I A BRILLIANT FILM.
UNEQUALLED ANYWHERE •••"

Bare-ly Legal

NICOLEITI

Next to Blue Streak

turns hns been received. This per- 1
centage falls short of the 1·cquired
.
I On page 3, of the Ialit issue of
total needed to print the Evalua- area ~f attltude.s, and we must not ! The Carroll News it was incorrectlion Booklet, but the total is still permit these gams to be lost.
ly prmled that the JCU delegasignificant for other reasons.
The mere fact that an Evaluation tion to the Intcl'llational Conference
First of all. this percentage wns attempted ~as initiated. a new of Jesuit St.udent Leade~ll sponsorproves to the Academics Committee ere of student mvolvement 10 aca- ed a resolution commendmg the ef(nnd to the fuculty and admlnistra- demics at John Carroll, and the forts in burning local dt·aft records.
lion) that nt least one·third of the continued leadership of the Stu- The article should have read: The
lltudent body is concerned with the dent. Union, joined with the co-o!'- JCU delega.tion led the. opposition
academic situatien at John Carroll. cratJon of al_l the students, wsll to u re_solut1on. commending the efTaken in the conte:<t that. few other surely result m fuller development forts m burmng local draft resingle events or projects on this of the ~tud~mts' rig.htful ':oicc in cords. The Ca_rroll motion was upcampus receive such a broad show that wh1ch IS of pnmary lnterest held as t.he tssue was eventually
of l'!upport, the 31.4 percent figure to all at JCU - academtcs.
defeated.
is gratifying. It is n .:;ign that a
great number of students are concerned, and an indication that in
the future the Academics Committee will have n strong base of
support from which to work in the
futur~. If every person who filled
out their c\'aluntion fornts this
-H~rper's Bnur
year t'an coJwincc j w;t one other
~l'!>on to do !IO next year, the
Course-Teacher Evaluation Booklet
"·ill become a reality.
Secondly, the faculty has been
U Ut...... O'AifWIJI"'# W ,w 't
made cognizant of the fact that
. ~N POI.l._ ...
many students do wbh to help improve academics at John Carroll.
The Evaluation generat('d n great
fa<·ulty intcn•st (although perhaps
more lwat than light), and it is
doubtful that a faculty nH.•mber will
.\\'ttl
t:\IH.\:OO...'V
e\et' ugoain view the student body
...
ns a great silent mass. Significas{t
)'.\IIIiA\ INU~ •
.• ...- ·..., ..________. · ·inroads have bct'n made in the
~a.

fiel d. Next weekend the Swashbucklers are coming, featuring
E rrol Flynn and Douglas Fairbanks Sr. See their ad for
more information.
These movies are playing at some nearby theatres:
~ "Oliver' ' at the Vogue. See ad on page 4 for details.
~ "Charley" at the Fox: Cedar-Center. Fri. 6, 8, and 10 p.m.
~ "The Impossible Years" at the Center-Mayfield. Fri. 7 :30
and 7 :50p.m. ; and Sat. 7 :15, and 11:15 p.m.
~ "Hellfighte1·s" at the '!\layland. Fri. 7 :20 and 9 :45 p.m. ;
and Sat. 6:30, 8 :45, and 11 p.m.
~ "Bullitt" at the Richmond. Fri. 7:30 and 9:25 p.m. ; and
Sat. 7, 9, and 11 p.m.
THE SPOTLIGHT this week shines on the Hanna Theatre, 2067 E. 14th Street, in Downtown Cleveland. The Hanna
has been bringing top rate entertainment to Cleveland for
many years.
The Musical-comedy "You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" is currently running at the Hanna. The show opened
Jan. 31 and will run until Mar. 17. Tickets for the show are
$3 to $5.50. Curtain times are Tuesday tht·u Frirlay at 8 :30
p.m.; Saturday at 2:30 and 8:30 p.m.; and Sunday at 3 and
7 p.m. The theatre is dark on Mondays.

Sunda y t hrv Thunday .•..•••••• _ ••••• , •• _••••••••• - •••••••••• , • $2.75
Friday, Saturday, Holiday •••.••••••••••••••• , ..•••••••••.•••••.• $3.00
For Group Sales and Theatre Patti••: Call 752-1 41 4 Mon.-Fri. 9;00.S:OO

ONLY ONE CANDIDATE
HAS BEEN ENDORSED BY
OVER FIFTY STUDENT LEADERS

•
ONLY ONE CANDIDATE
HAS A WORKABLE PLATFORM

•
ONLY ONE CANDIDATE
HAS REAL
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE

•

Patrick Condon's
The One!
Paid for by the Condon for President Committee
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Removal ol Chapel/rom At/ Bit/g.
Sparks Faculty, Student Response
By CHERYL

RO~IANKO

definite improvement. and right in
v.rith the Student Union.
:\Jr. James M. Lavin, Vice Pres- the stream of things on campus."
ident for Student Affairs noted
Fr. Glenn F. Williams, S.J., Asthat "the new loca tion will be a sistant Professor and Chairman
of the Dept. of Psychology, staled,
dent Chaplain, in refelTing to the
"I hope the students do think we
reloction of the existing Chnpel.
need n chapel and since thls is a
In the near future, the chapel,
Catholic University, I hope they
which now occupies part of the
think that we need not only one
third floor in the Administration
that is he1-e on campus but one
Bldg. will be moved to new quarthat is prominent."
ters on the llrst floor in the presBesides administrators and fact>nt Business School.
A special adjourned session ulty members. the students have
A semi-pennanent chapel, ac- of the Student Union Senate also voiced their opinion in the
comodating about. 80 persons will was held following their regu- matter of the chapel.
occupy the middle of the front lar meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 4 to
Among those interviewed, the
half of the first floor, flanked by
overwhelming reaction of the studiscuss
the
dismissal
of
a
senator.
confessionals, offices for the ChapThe seat of Thomas J. Kelly, dent body was that the relocation
lain and assistant Chaplain, the
senator
for off-campus students, is unnecessary. "We have more
sacristy and a storage room.
was under consideration because chapels than we need already" said
A multipurpose room will be of the fact that, although living many students.
located behind the Chapel which off-campus at the time of his elecRobert Tupa, senior pre-med mawill be cnpeted and available for tion, Kelly now resides in Bernet jor, said "What do we need anthose occasions when u p to 260 Hall.
other chapel for when we have acpeople are expected for religious
Debate continued for close to cess to five already."
or social functions, such as teas, three hours, at the end of which
Another senior, Joseph Stoker
rlub meetings, and leetur<>s.
time a secret ballot was taken. stated "Our present chapel is good
The final decision for the floor Two-thirds of the voting members,
plan of the new c h a p c 1 was or 38 votes, was required to e..x- enough. It serves its purpose and
reached recently by the Religious clude Kelly from the Senate. The is never really tllled."
Affairs Committee in conjunction resolution was defeated by a ma:Miss Gerri Hura, Junior English
;lfajor spoke for the coeds when
iority of the senators.
11he said, "I think the Chapel on
the third floor is sufficient for the
needs of Carroll students outside
the dorm."
Ch1·is Schraff, president of Alpha
Sigma Nu and member of the Religious Affairs Committee said, "No
one is completely satisfied with the
John P. Sammon will reway the plans are now because
place Joseph T. Matava as dithere is just too little space allowed
and too many worth-while facilities
rector of admissions at John
Carroll University.
that could be put in there. But under the circumstances, it was the
A 1958 graduate of Xavier Unibest plan which could be worked
ver sity (B.S. in Political Science)
out."
and J ohn Carroll University (M.A.
Robert Valente, freshman donnin History, 1966), Sammon has
counsellor , former president of the
been at St. J oseph's since 1960.
Sodality and member of the ReliHe is currently a member of the
gous Affairs Committee said, "StuCleveland High School and Acaddents do want a permanent chapel
P.my Lay Teachers Association ,
-they have voiced theh· opinion
Ohio Council for the Social Studand were understood, so the plans
ies, and National Social Studiesj
have been drawn up to try to acCouncil.
comodate both their needs and the
needs of the chaplains.

"We never put a period to
progress," s a i d F a t h e r
Thomas E. Trese, S.J., Stu-

Union Challenges
Kelly Senate Seat

Admissions
Post Filled

ELECT the man who has shown you
today what he will do tomorrow !
Jim Laures HAS worked for you
Jim Laures HAS two years experience
as student union secretary
Jim Laures HAS the endorsement of
over sixty campus leaders

CLASSIFIED ADS
25~ a line
CALL THE CARROU NEWS
at Ext. 331
2 TJRF.S 7 :75x14 \\·lth runs, almoet :1ew.
Ca ll SB4-17H after G p.m.
P;\1' CONDON 13 love. truth. beauty. corn.
nnd o. little sl\11. -Skull and Bonta

PACKERS- For aupermarket In Wood·
m•'re·Cbagrtn uea. Cnll Placement OHite,
!132·3800. ext. 222.
JAZZ on WZAK Saturday at mt4niJ::ht,
93. 1 F . ll.

1-fODEL RAILROJ\D~:RS: Will trade tJ.S
N-Oaq:e equJpmenl tor Euro.Pe~n. Cllll
Sanoly nt 524-1054.
ED F.CX ,\.TIOS llu the COOI~t atdeburns
M JCU- Skull llnd Bones
5 TIR~:s- GOO<I>·Mr whitewalls. Only one
month& II.!~ Call Pel~ )ltnarlk, 331·7084 .

Jim Laures HAS shown his imagination
and ability to serve you
JIM Laures WILL continue to work and
to serve you

C,\RTOONIST needed tor Carroll NewA.
~fuat have llrtlsllc ability and lmagtnn.tlon.
Cnll News Office. ext. 331.
TUTORS- Junlor and Senior Encllsh l!a·
JoN. C:lll Placement omce, ext. 222.

A SHOT IN THE ARM - Senior Chris Schraff receives an awa rd
from Col. Rue D. Fish, Professor of Military Science, fo r b eing
the 8000th blood donor in the drive's history.

352 Pints of Blood Collected
In Scabbard and Blade Drive
The Society of Scabbard and Blade sponsored its second semester Blood Drive on Jan. 29 and 30. Altogether
th 77 d f
}
352 pints of blood were collected in spite of e
e erra s
caused by sickness and lack of
sleep.
are eligible to wear this ribbon.
This drive brought the year's
Jn this Blood Drive contest the
total to ?71 pints of blood donated University Club won the trophy
by John Carroll students.
for best. contributing social organ·
Carroll's 8000th pint or blood ization and the l,erahing Rifll~>s
was collected during the drive. The won !or military organizations.
honored donor was Christopher Thev will receive their plaques nt
Schraff of Alpha Sigma Nu, who tlw 'next Student Union meeting.
Scahb~rd and Blade would like
rec~ived a letter of thanks from
to
thank all who gave up some of
the Cleveland Red Cro:;~s and a
certificate of achie,·ement from their time and blood to a worthr
Rev. Laurence V. Britt, S.J.
cause.
Also at the January drive, sen- ,-------------~
ior PhiHp J. Anderson and juniol.'
Colleg e Students
Michael Barton became the tiTst
ROTC ~dets to receive the newly
FOR PART-TIME WORK
authorized Blood Donor Ribbons
FUUER BRUSH CO.
from Col. Rue D. Fish, Professor
MRS. GERMANA
Eve., 475-2019
of ~lilitary Science. Any ROTC 331 -a 626
cadets donating a pint of blood

.----------- ---- ---- -- ------l

A vole lor

O'NEILL
is a vole lor
Concern, Dedication, Honest
Desire .. .
An Effective Checks and Balance
System . ..

ei119 MAYFIELD
12300 MAYFIELD RD.
Phono 229-3232 or 382-31 08

Judicial Reorganization ...

TONITE thru SUN.

ELECT

.JIM LAVBES
STUDENT UNION PRESIDENT

W. C. FIELDS
" NEVER GIVE A SUCKER
AN EVEN BREAK"
~~

7:30 and 10

p.ot~

PLUS at 8:45 onlr

"OLD FASHIONED WAY"
Next Wed. thrv Sun.

THE SWASHBUCKlER'S ARE COMING!

AFull Time Chairman ...

ERROL FLYNN'S "THE SEAHAWK"
DOUG. FAIRBANKS SR.'S.

"mE BLACK PIRATE"
WITH FRANK PARISI AT OUR PIANO

Paid for by the Laures for President Committee

Fair Student Representation ...

St11Jents $ 1.35

WE HAVE 3.2 BEER
P•ril free Block up Hill fTom Theatre

Paid for by O'Neill for Chief Justice Committee
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Seek Fifth PAC Win

Cagers Travel to Bethany
I

a two-week series of conference
games. The Streaks, now 4-~ in the
President's Athletic Conference, are
in second place and could imp1·ove
their standing in the next two
weeks.
Last Thursday, the Carroll team
traveled to Case for a game whicl1
proved to have little resemblance
to basketball. Marred by an incredible 57 turnovers, the Streaks
overcame an 11 point deficit to
cinch the victory at 86-74. In the
first hal!, the Rough Riders shot
o'·er and a1·ound the Carroll zone
very ef£ectively.
Sophomore Rick Peindl, who
scored 1!> straight points before
missing a shot, led Case with 28
points. But in the second half,
Car1·oll went into a three quarter
CN Photo by T. K. D~dy
press, and stopped Case cold. The
UP AND OVER the head of 6'8" Glen Summor goes Jim Peter's Streaks went ahead at 60-58 on
shot as Ed Gu:zik (34) and AI Crisman (55) await the rebound. Bob Dencweth's 12-foot jumper and
Peters netted 28 points against Gannon.
remained on top for the next nine
- - - - - - - - - ---'minutes to clinch the victory.
Carroll, shooting 42% from the
floor and outrebounding the smaller
Case team 62-54, was led by Tom
!~1:!'~n:~.0 turned in a 20 point
After a day's rest, the Carroll
team traveled to Erie, Pa. for a
Ted Heutsche, intramural manager, was forced to can- game with Gannon College, which
eel most of the basketball games last week, because of GRE's is ranked 19 in the national small
and varsity games. Because of this there have been only a college
ratings. Before 2,400 hometown fans, the Knights scored a
few games plaved
since
the
last
J
record 118 points to crush the Blue
i!lsue of the News.
beat the Sons of Fat City 41-31.
Streaks, 118-80. For the first six
Heutsehe reports that there are
In the Tuesday-Thursday Com- minutes, Canoll led Gannon until
still 11 undefeated teams.
muter League the Librarians and the Knights tied it up at 14_14 at
Alpha Epsilon Dt>lta remains on the Latins remain 3-0 while the the 13:31 mark. Then the untop of the Monday-Wednesday Or- Commuters upped their record to believable happened.
For seven minutes, the Streaks
ganization League with a 3-0 re- 4-0 by beating the Turnovers 36cord. Also 3-0 is Iota Chi Upsilon. 3!.
failed to score a point, while GanTho I Chi's beat Delta Alpha _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ :___:_.:._____::..:..:.::...:_~=~....:.::..::..::_::::
Th tl\ 52 28 l > gb B · -' 8 01
having
beaten
LATin
e
. ' ~u
y 8 lSclose
~USOgame
28-27.
In the Tuesday-Thursday Organi-

pomts to lead 40-14. . .
s~ep l?ast the ll•rnm College TerStopped by a very eff1e1ent man- ne.rs m the la~t seconds, 74-72.
te-rnan defense the Streaks never
In the first hal£ neither team
had a chance td overcome Gannon's handled the ball 'well, but the
tremendous lead. Led by sophomore Streaks were able to get a man
Glimn Summors, small college All- loose on the fast break and score
American honorable mention who repeatedly. Hiram used their zonehad 27 points, and 20 rebounds, the press welt, but it did not stop the
Knights proved they are one of the Streaks from taking a 41-30 lend
bette1· small-eollege teams.
at the mid-way point.
Carroll was hurt by Ga1mon's
But early in the second half, the
hot 51 per cent shooting average Terriers closed the gap and kept
from the field, compared to their the game very close, until with
38 per cent. Jim Peters turned in four seconds left, Steve Jones
\\hat is beyond a doubt, his best missed the tying shot and Tom
performance of the season. Scoring Mullally grabbed the rebound to
28 points and grabbing nine re- clinch it for the Streaks.
bounds, he led the Streak ef£ort all
Tom Mullally, who in the second
the way and received a tremendous half scored 12 points in a row, led
round of applause from the Gannon Carroll with 25 points. Bill Delong
fans.
tallied 12 points and 15 rebounds
In a game seen by very few in the winning effort. Hiram was
Carroll students, the Blue Streaks led by Cliff Hunt with 23 points.
_..;___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Wood Takes American Titles
Looks Toward World Crown

TeS f 5 Ha It In f ram ura IS

11

By BOB NASO

Tim Wood, Carroll's Olympic Silver Medal winner for
figure skating, captured two more championships thls month
to add to his growing list of honors.

•n Undefeated
Remal

?.ation League the Sailing Club is
:i-0, while Alpha Kappa Psi and
Beta Tau Sigma arc 2-0. The Sailing Club beat IXY B _ , while
47 22
•
nTS stopped U mversity Club A
s 1•23.

ln the 'Monday-Wednesday IndeJltmdent. League Mickey's Monkeys
fell to 4-1. They lost a one pointer
tu the MG's S5-3-l and beat the
Jammers 64-41.
The Ccltics are now 4-0 in the
Tuesday - Thursday Independent
League by virtue of a forfeit win
over the Harrien;. The OTR's are
still right behind them at 3-1.
In the Monday-Wednesday ~.ommuter League the Bears utilized
their bel~w the belt tactics to trip
the prev1ously undefeated Scarabs
47-38. The Dears, uow 4-0, also

a nnnk-coated matron. He stopped _ _ _ __ _ _ __:._ _
and folded his arms. The car bonked, but he refused to move. Finally

the big Lincoln bat'ked slowly
away and drove around him. The
runner shook his head silenll>· and
started running again.
rhi
, s is typical of the toughness
and spirit that pervades the team
this year. Anyone with enough
guts to stand up to a University
Hts. woman in a fur coat hns got
to have a lot of spirit.
Coach Don Stupica says: "We
have two main objectives: to beat

I

. Head Coach .Tom Seremet, a senior at JCU and the assistant sports trmner for Carr oll, has led his team admirablv
throughout the season. His Junior Varsity cagers have boosi-

CLEVELAND SPORT
PARACHUTING CENTER
RO No. 2, BOX 215, GA~RETTSVIllE,
OHIO 44231, OR PHONE (216) 5485794 FOR INFORMATION,

I

] \

Baker related that he has coached Tim since he was seven "'ea¥s
J
•
old and he has seen Tim win every
:-:ational competition he has ever
entered. He added that Tim is only
the second U.S. skater ever to re-

1 JOE CUMMINS

The other day a John Carroll track man was l'Unmng
·
through the sno" y streets of Universit." Heights
when he
·'
carr:e face to face with a Lincoln Continental piloted by

Seremet Guides Junior Streaks
Toward Undefeated Season
t'd their season's record to 6·0, with
two skin-tight, one point victories.
The junior Streaks edged past Case
Tech 78-77 a.nd barely squeezed by
Hiram College 72-71. Behind at halftime in both games, it took a great
t>ffort to come back and win.
Against Case the Blue Streaks
took an early lead but fell behind
when they switched from n man-toman defense to n zone. Bill Carr
wns the game's lending scorer with
27 points, 17 of them in the second

Two weeks ago Tim won the U.S.
men's title for the second year in
a row, and capped that off last
week by running away with the
North American title. Tim had a
·
J oh n _.•[·
roug h t'ame beatmg
., asb n
Petkevich for the l!.S. title, but
he s~ated so well ~n the North
Amer1cans that he vutually wrapped .u~ the title in the pr~lims.
Tuns next c_halle~ge mll be the
World C~amp1onsh1ps ~eb. 25 _
Mar_ch, 1 m Colorado Sprmgs.
Tuns coach, Ron Baker, was eontacted at the Northfield Skating
P aza iVednesday night.
Tim practices daily at the NorthfRoienld BPaklaezra. under the direction of

Trae kmen prepare for
T h s I• g sche d u e
0 Ug
1
Pr n
B

I

no~ ran off a string of 26 stt·aigllt st.uved off a las_t min~te drive to

By JOHN PALERMO

Tonight1 the John Carroll
•
•
Umvers1ty basketball team
takes on Bethany as it begins

----~--------

peat as National Men's Champion
two years in a row ('68-'69).
Tim,

in Colorado Springs, is

l ra'run'
g fo r t'•~oe \'orld
tournam en tc.~
1
•

and trying to get used to tbe six
thousand foot atmosphere. His
coach says that his lllain competition is a young F1·enchman, Patrick Pera, but that be is "confident" that Tim will be the World
Champion.
During a long distance call to
Tim Wednesday evening, he said,
"Everything looks good." When
queried about the altitude he replied, "1 feel better every day, and
by the time or the Worlds it
shouldn't bother me." The final
t'
d
_-...
h'
ques Jon pose was uuout lS competitor, Patrick Pera. "I beat hin1
in the Oh'l'Tipics at Grenoble and I
"
believe I can do it again." We know
it.

1 -----------------------,

Coming Sports Events
undefeated Case Tech in the dual
meet season, and to win the PAC
Opponent
Date
Sport
Time
Place
championship. We are stronger and
Rifles
Youngstown
Home
Feb. 14
more experienced this year, and I
Basketball
Bethany
Away
8:00
Feb. 14
think we have the talent to do it."
Bethany
Wrestling
2:00
Away
Feb. 15
In the sprints the Streaks have
Thiel
8:00
Feb. 18
Basketball
Dome
returning PAC champ Jerry MihaWrestling
Akron
Feb. 18
6:00
Home
lek, Chuck Grebbenc, Paul CumRifles
Feb. 21
Case
Away
mings, and Igor Ciszkewycz.
Adelbert
Basketball
Feb. 21
8:00
Home
Hurdler Bill McKeown is expected
"Carroll Quad"
Feb. 22
Wrestling
2:00
Home
to help out also, and in the 440
Allegheny
Feb.
25
Away
Basketball
8:00
Dick Cummins is making a muchheralded come-back, followed by •'---------------------------.1
sophomore Frank Walter.
Distance running, probably the
most difficult event in track, sees
another PAC champ, Dave Bedell,
return to the 3-mile. Joe Skevington and "Super" Steve Scrivens
threaten in the mile, and yet another PAC champ, Dan Gillespie1
holds court in the 880.
Promising freshmen include Cedrik li'oster in the 440, Bob Del
Signore in the disc and shot put •
Terry Horn in the pole va.ult:
~1ickey Caine. in sprints and long
Jump, :J.nd Bnan MacDonald in the
half-mile. In the mile, Joe Cum- u.;.,.""+.a...·--•
mins is not only a promise, he's a
threat.
The trackmen's first meet is the
Ohio State Open indoor meet on
Feb. 28 in Columbus.

half. Feliciano and Henson had 17
and 13 points respectively.
The Hiram game saw the cagers
trailing through most of the game
and down three points at the half
35-32. Carroll quickly bounced back
and wound up the game shooting a
great 53 per cent from the floor.
While Hiram's Jim Stephenson
took high game honors with 22
point,, Carroll boasted five men in
PAC Basketball
double figures. Bill Carr netted 14
School
w L
points to give him a two game
1. Wnsh. & Jet!.
2
6
total of 41. Tom Cas:J.nagh, Jose
2. John Carroll
4
2
Feliciano, and Dave O'Brian had
3. Thiel
4
2
13 apiece, and Brian :McDonald put
4. Calle
5
4
in 10 points.
5. AllegbtulJ'
The J.V.'s round out the season
6. Bethany
3
5
at. home meeting Borromeo l\farch
7• .Adelbert
1
8
1 and Case Tech on March 5.
1
~-------------------1

• '
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FAST BREAK - Intramural action gets furious nightly in the gym.
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Bow to ND, KSU, CSU
Grapplers Fall to Non - Leaguers
By BOB ALVAREZ

perforn1ance as he downed his opponent easily, 9-3.
The John Carroll wrestlers In the most controvet·sial mate11,
have now entered the realm Jack McMillan was edged 6-4. Meof inter <~ollegiate matches, Millan escaped, but the referee disand have shown that it is where allowed it. The biggest crowd in
they belong.
Carroll w1·estling history, 3,000
Despite losing to Notre Dame, :---- - - - - - - - - - - .
19-12, Kent State, 24-14, and Cleveland State, 18-14, the Streaks pet·arro Qua
formed admirably. Returning to
PAC action, the grapplers romped
John Carroll will host the
past Thiel, 33-10.
first alUlual "Carroll Quad,"
on Saturday, Feb. 22, wrestIn the Notre Dame match the
ling against Dayton, Cincinmatmen
·
f 11·at ·one htime led 12-11 beuati, and Bu ff alo. T 1le prefore a mg. T e first individual
liminary matches begin at 2
match was an early turning point.
. th e gym, Wl•th the
p.m., m
Car·roll's fine freshman, Jack
finals starting at 8 p.m.
Hague, sustained a severe arm injury and could not continue. He had
to forfeit the bout.
roared m disapproval.
Don Korb, 123 lb., held Irish coThe Streaks then surged from
captain Keith Giron to a scoreless behind as John (E.J.) Parsons,
tie for the first two ptu:iods before literally pushed Notre Dame's colosing 3-0.
captain Jim Hansen into the mat
Bil1 Collins, freshman from To- as he won handily 16-2.
ledo St. Francis, turned in a great
Kerry Volkman, 160 lb., kept up

C

II

d

the attack as he decisioned his man,
9-1. Frank Obernyer, then beat
Gt·eg Ab--s,
10-6, to gt·ve the
.......
Streaks a 12-lllead.
In the 177 pound class, Mike Kelly
lost 8-0, and Dan Minnis gave away
65 pounds to the Irish's Dan Madrone, which was too much. Final
score: ~otre Dame 19, Carroll 12.
In the Kent State match at Kent
State, the matmen came upon their

second straight unbeaten opponent.
The Kentsters were a strong outfit as only Collins, Parsons, Kelly
and Minnis were able to win, and ,.;·
Obernyer managed a draw.
Hardest match of the day was
for Carroll's c. J. Smith. He opposed Dan Milkovich, who has been
undefeated since he started wrest1ing in the eighth grade. C. J. tried
harder, but Milkovich was able to
CN Photo by M1ke D~lfonro
continue his long victory string.
NOW, KISS THE MAT is w h at John Parsons appears to be telling
Wednesday night the Blue NO's co-captain J im Han son. Parsons beat Hanson 1()..2.
Streaks fell behind Cleveland State
early in the match. A1 Ziman of ~
CSU pinned Don Korb and the •
Vikings F'l·ank Yoo pinned C. J. ~Smith in the 123 and 130 pound
classes. The next two matches also
went to State as Lee Barylski and
Mark Lapsevich decisioned Bill
Collins and Jack McMillan.
•
JCU then bounced back, \vinning 1
~ By ED KISS
~ tour consecutive matches. John
Parsons, Kerry Volkman, Frank
In
his
column
on
this page Bob Niebaum draws the
Obernyer and Mike Kelly each
line
between
small
time
and bush league. A relevant questook easy decisions in their respection on ou1· campus asks on which side of the fence John
By BOB NlEBAlnt ~
tive weight classes.
CSU, already leading 16-12, Carroll lies.
Editor's note: Bob Niebaum is the director of the Presi- wrapped up the victory when
Judging from the student turnout at the Hiram game
dents' Athletic. Conference News Bu,reau. His colum.n will heaV)"veights Dan MilUlis and Jan
in
the
gym Tuesday night, the average Carroll student obPerault
drew
to
a
3-3
tie.
be a 1·egular teat1.1.re on these pages.
The matmen, after their appearviously regards Carroll as bush league. The play-by-play
The Presidents' Athletic Conference is a good small ance against big name schols. re- announcer for tbe Hiram radio station estimated the
time league, but certain of the member institutions who turned to PAC action, and easily 11crowd" at about 100. I think he was slight!~· conservaare allowing their intercollegiate athletics to deteriorate handled Thiel.
tive. There were at least 275. (Seating capacity is 3,000.)
Junior Jim Roberts returned to
pose a genuine risk to the P AC's future as long as they action
But are they right? Is Carroll really bush league?
in the 117 pound slot and
1
remain in tbe league.
Or is it a good small-time school as Niebaum says the
showed the layoff hadn't hurt. He
But what is the difference in the level of sports com- pinned his man in 52 seconds.
PAC is a good small-time league? Let's lool ~l l it from
C. J. Smith won by decision. Colpetition? One might define ubig time" as a school with
the
standpoint of his column.
lins, Mc;"\fillan, Parsons, Volkmann, J
40,000 students; a 60,000 seat stadium; a large gymna- Obet71Yer and Kelly all gained .,... The fh·st of Niebaum's characteristics of a bush league
sium or two; a natatorium; a field house; a good intra- wins. Joe Goch also made a suc- school is "a temporary, all-purpose, playing field. Though
mural program; and an interested administration.
cessful debut as he won by deci- the new Wasmer Field sometimes appears more suited to
"Small time" might be defined as a school with 10,000 sion.
swimming meets than football games, it is not all-purpose.
Wrestling has become the most
students, or less; a 5,000 seat stadium; a combination popular
·sport on campus, and the being used exclusively for the Blue Streaks home football
athletic complex including a gymnasium, swimming pool, Notl'e Dame match proved that games. The eight lane all-weather ttack is one of the best
and possibly a field house; a good intramural program; sports are a big way to do away in Northeast Ohio.
with apathy on this campus. Bigger .,... Requisite number two is "An ancient gymnasium or
and an interested administration.
"Bush league" is a school with 10,000 students, or name sports means less apathy.
two." JCU'g gym, built in 1959, is a modern facility which

JCU: Small Time

Or Bush League?

PAC: Small Time

Or Bush League?

•I

w

l

less; a "temporary" all-purpose playing field, an ancient
gymnasium or two; only one tennis court with adequate
backcom-t area; varsity teams fielded with a bare minimum of players; a fabulously thriving intramural program; no athletic publicity department; and a disinterested administration.
What are the effects of a "bush league" program?
The lack of adequate facilities does not directly deter the
participation of athletes in a healthy small time athletic
program. Rather, when inadequate facilities represent the
pr evailing administration's disinterest in intercollegiate
athletics, the resulting campus atmosphere discourages
capable athletes from participating in varsity sports. It
also discourages other scholastically qualified athletes
from even entering the school.
This prospective student recruiting effect is reinforced by the lack of an athletic publicity program on the
part of the administration. A program of weekly sports
press releases and seasonal sports brochures sent to radio, television, newspaper, and wire service outlets places
the name of the school constantly in the public eye. This
is further enhanced by a program of sending an individual
story and picttu·e of each athlete to his hometown newspaper for publication. The effect is to once more publicize
the school as well as the student.
"Small time" is a positive interest in the PAC sports
philosophy and a school which constantly attempts to imprement it and provides an atmosphere in which it can
thrive. To excel in small time intercollegiate athletics requires the combined cooperation and dedication of the
students, faculty, and the administration of a school. As
the late Eddie Finnigan put it, "It is very easy to be ordinary but it takes courage to excel, and we must e.xcel."

CN Photo by T K. Oeefr

All-AMERICAN Ho norable
Mention Glen Summors of
Gannon blocks a shot by Ed
Guzik.

meets all current needs and will meet all visible needs of
the future. In addition, a swimming pool will be added on
to the gym in the near future.
.,... Carroll's six tennis courts drown the single-court mark
of a hush league school. The courts are just part of the
growing athletic complex across Belvoir Blvd.
.,... No one can question the amount of participation on
Carroll's athletic teams. A prime example is Blue Streak
football. Each August Coach Schweichert faces the dilemma of choosing a 40 man squad from over 70 candidates.
.,... The absence of an athletic publicity department is another characteristic of a bush league school. JCU's Athletic Publicity Department, though operating in a student
capacity, is an integral part of Carroll varsity athletics.
.,... Niebaum's final bush league criterion is a "disinterested
admb1istration." This is far from reality at John Carroll.
The best example of Carroll's administration involvement
in athletics is the constant upgrading and expansion of
campus ai:hletic facilities.
Being bush league goes far beyond these five points.
It enters into the level of competition, the level of success,
and the institution's athletic reputation.
Carroll rates well in all three categories. The Streaks
wre!'4tlers proved a strong mateh for Notre Dame and
Kent State; the grapplers have won two straight PAC
titles and arc on their way to a third: the basketball team
is current]l-- in second place; the golf team finished first
the last two years; the track team was runner-up to Case
last year; the football team has finished in the PAC upper division for years; and the cross country team finished
third last fall. Add JCU's overall winning record in all
major sports since the 1920's and the verdict is obvious.
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M-14, Selettive Servite Protesters,
Oller Peote Meosures lor (orro/1
Picture of an armored per- students, heard these three along
sonnel carrier dragging a with Jack Cummins, a theology professor at Marquette who is a memVietnamese body- reaction J,er of their defense committee, ex-

of a donnie passing by on way to plain why they burned 10,000 Selecthe cafeteria: "Well, that's one way tin Service files in Milwaukee.
to travel." Thus John CnlTOll reThey told how they were appalled
acted to the arrival of Michnel CulJcm, Fred Ojile, and Fr. James Ilar- by a society which has reached the
ney of the Milwaukee Fourteen on stage that its military can make
statements like: "we destroyed the
Sundar, Feb. 2.
A crowd of approximately 150, city in order to save it." And,
about a third of whom were Carroll though :Michael Cullen admitted
---------------------------

Fire Blazes Thru Physics Lab
Destroying Masters Project
B1 PETER MINARIK

A fire was discovered in a physics lab in the Science Bldg.
early Wednesday morning, Feb. 5. The blaze was discovered
by Brian O'liaire, an undergraduate of the Computer Center,
as he was returning some scope
probes he had borrowed earlier
from the lab.
O'Haire informed )fr. Donald F.
Grazko, Dirt-t'tor of the Computer
Center, who summoned the University Hts. Fire Department. Firemen responded to the call within
a few minutes, and within an hour
and a half the fire was out and the
debris cleart•tl from the room.
The cause of the blaze is still
undetermined. Thn Physics Dept.,
however, SJH'<'Uh\t<'d that some
part. of the electricol system connected to a bath or cnrhon dioxide
overheated, c t\ using the spark
which ignited the fire.
Equipment damage is estimated
at. $15,000, and Mr. Thomns Kramer, director of the Physical Plant.

roughly fixed the building damage
at $5000. Fr. Gutowski, chairman
of the Physics Department, described the job done by the Fire
Department as "marvelous." He
emphasized that not only did they
act promptly and efficiently, but
thl'y confined the water damage
solely to the one cubicle.
The experiment which caught
fire was part of a Master's thesis
of Paul Derdul, a graduate assistant here at Carroll. He bad been
working on the project for nearly
seven months. The project was concerned with the absorption and
velocity of dense gases near their
Cl·itieal points. He estimated that
his work would be delayed anywhere from two to six weeks, due
to the loss of equipment.

Coed of the Week

that he and his friends had probably
ruined their futures by their action he asked, "what kind of future do we have for our clu1dren
e•Ten if we make $20,000 a year as
long as there is overkill, chronic
poverty, and institutionalized murder?"
The conference, sponored by the
social action committee of SCAP
and the New Democratic Coalition,
consisted of a panel discussion led
by the four, individual worksbops
aimed at reaching specific programs for Cleveland and John Carroll, and a peace Mass celebrated
by Fr. Harney, Fr. Dister, and Fr.
Shore, a recent Anglican convert.
The four workshops considered
the draft, conscientious objection,
non-violence, and peace-povertyviolence. They were designed to involve those participating in these
problem areas and to reach conclusions about possible action.
In the conscientious objection
workshop Fr. Harney pointed out
that previous to Constantine's influence the early Church had a
strong peace tradition. This went
so far as to even deny baptism to
soldiers. However, since Constantine and particularly under the influence of Augustine the Church
squelched its non-violence tradition
and eventually went on to sponsor
its own private war - the Crusades.
Specific proposals for John Carroll included a move to deny ROTC
courses any academic credit, a
draft counseling office to aid those
seeking
conscientious
objector
status, convincing incoming freshmen not to take ROTC, requesting
the Theology Dept. to set up
a course concerning the early
Christian non-violence tradition,
and vigorously organizing the new
"Cry Pax" department of SCAP.

CN Photo by Tom Otely

CRY PAX was the slogan of the M-14 draft file burners, as they
spoke before an intent audience in the O'Dea Rm. of John
Carroll, Sunday, Feb. 2.

W JCR to Broadcast
On Parents Weekend
Following final approval of its F CC Construction Permit, construction has begun on radio station WJCR far advanced from the concept envisioned in early 1966 by Tom
Murphy, then a candidate for Student Union President.
On April 27, Parent's Weekend,
the station will go on the air, boasting a new, fully transistorized
audio control console and an impressive compliment of high quality
tape decks. turntables, and related
equipment. Located in Room 442,
the station will have two studios,
a record library, and a large office
area.
The history of the station is a
long one. Its progress has been
delayed by budget problems compounded by rising equipment costs.
The fate of the station was finally
decided by the Voluntary Student
Activities Fee established by the
Student Union last December.

Student support of the fee made
possible the filing of the FCC Construction Permit in late October.
Approval of the application means
the station is entering the final
stage of its long development.
On Friday, Feb. 21, the
Student Union is sponsoring
a beer mixer in the cafeteria.
The V-J's from Pittsburgh
will be performing. Adm.i.s:eion is free to those possesing a Student u nion Acthi ties Fee card ; without, the
charge is $1.

ROTC, Languages, Social Sciences
Feel Changes in Core Curriculum
By .JOE WASDOVlCH

In the last issue of the Carroll News it was reported that
the core curriculum will be
changed starting with next fall's
freshman class. Fr. Glenn F. Williams, S. J., Coordinator of Academic Counseling, advised the News
of the following additions and corrections.
The new curriculum includes the
requirement, and not the option, of
a D\inimum of six semester hours
of social and/or behavioral science,
e.g., political science, sociology, economics, and psychology for all students.

CN Photo by Tom Deely

Marie D'Amico

Our Coed of the Week this week is Marie D'Amico, an
18-year-old English major. Miss D'Amico, a resident of University Heightg, graduated from Regina. in 1968.
A drama fan, Miss D'Amico was
the secretary of her Drama Club
and does make-up work for the
L TS. She is also a copy boy for the
Carillon.
:mss D'Amico likes hockey. football, and wrestling. She plam to
~ into tenchlng after graduation.
Miss D'Amico ~tated that she
would like to sec Barbrn Strcisand
nnd the Blood, Sweat, and Tears
come to Carroll :for concerts. She
also said that she hoped the cronpu~
swimmine pool would soon be a

reality.
Miss D'Amico said that the advantage of the Carroll coed is to
give the males the female point of
view which is sorely needed in the
classroom.
Mr. D'Amico is the assistant
head o! catering at the Statler
Hot~l Mrs. D'Amico does volunteer work for Brentwood Hospital.
Do }'OU knov.· a coed who deserves
this status? Send nominations to
the Carroll ~ews office by Feb. 21.

He further said that students
who major in any of these areas
easily ful!ill this requirement, but
other students, e.g.. chemistry,
physics, and mathematics majors,
who heretofore could have been
graduated without any exposure to
the social or behavioral sciences
will no longer have this factor in
their curriculum.
He continued to explain that beginning in September, all students
must elect two years of Military
Science or two yenrs of physical
education. The girls of course will
have to option physical education.
"Thus, when a student elects a
Bulletin different from the one
which was in effect at the time he
entered the University," he clarified, "he must elect that Bulletin
in its entirety or stay with the
original Bulletin in its entirety.
Current freshmen can choose the
new Bulletin and fulfill their military science/physical education
core requirement in either of two
ways: (1), by taking two more
!lcmester~ of military science; or

(2), by taking four semesters of
physical education."
Fr. Williams continued to explain
that present freshmen who have
passed MSll and are enrolled in
MS 12- cannot fulfill their MS/PE
core requirement by taking merely
two semesters of physical education, since that option is not contained in either the present Bulletin
nor the new Bulletin.
Also under the new Bulletin, the
history requirement will be either
two semesters of World History or
two semesters of U.S. History. The
new Bulletin will also r equire
foreign language for only those
candidates for A.B. degree. "Stu-

-------------

Condon •••
(Continued from Page 1)
Condon pointed out that in past
years, the Union has started out
with a budget of $2500 appropriated by the University but this
yea1· began with a budget of $25,000-$20,000 of which is now gone.
"I feel that before we go spending the students' money we should
let him know where and why it Is
being spent," said Condon.
The candidate feels that unless
the Union can put down on paper
exactly the benefits they can provide for the students from the ten
dollar activities fee, that the Union
might have trouble collecting it.
Condon carries a 3.1 average in
accounting and is an assistant football coach, the first sophomore ever
to be named co-chairman of the
President's Club, a member of the
brotherhood of Iota Chi Upsilon,
and was the assistant Chainnan for
Counseling during the 1968 Orientation Week.

dents who will graduate with
Bachelor of Science degrees,
whether these are in natural science Ol' economics or f inance or
business administration," Fr. Williams continued, "will not need
foreign language."
Fr. Williams finally clarified language requirements. Beginning
next semester no college credit will
be allowed for elementary courses
in the same language as a student
pursued in high school.
Thus students who have taken
French in high school may take
Fr 1-2 if they want to or if they
feel that they are not prepared for
Fr 31-32, but the six hours which
they pass at this level will not be
included in the minimum 128 credit hours needed for graduation.
Fr. Williams concluded by stating
that if a student takes the elementary courses in a new language one that he did not pursue in high
school - then the six hours for
these courses will count toward his
minimum 128 hours.

Laures • •

•
(Continued from Page 1)
and Jefferson and/or Thiel College.
Speaking of the radio station, the
candidate stated, "WJCR is a
reality. We will make sure that the
station remains the student facility
it is now and which it was meant
to be. And we will continue to
honor our commitment and l·esponsibility to pay for the maintenance
of and operation of the station.''
Laures, a 20 year old junior from
Northbrook, Illinois is a business
major and a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi and the Sailing Club. He
presently serves as secretary of
the Student Union Senate.
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